
Nationally Recognized, Award-Winning Roaster based in Evansville, Indiana

Cost of coffee varies by origin. Most individual bags are set at $8.44 or $9.94

Minimum Order Quantity for Wholesale Pricing

Bulk Coffee, Whole Bean or Ground 5 lbs

K-Cups 1 case per variety selection (12 boxes)

Bagged Coffee - 12 bags per variety or 4 bags when combined with bulk order of 5lbs or more.

Free shipping on orders of 100 lbs. or more

Small Orders - Wholesale Accounts Only

Orders of 1 - 5 bags of coffee per variety carry a surcharge of $3 per bag due to the higher labor cost when roasting small quan-
tities. Orders of 6-11 bags carry a surcharge of $2 per bag. We encourage orders of at least 12 bags per variety as it is more cost 
effective for you and for us.

Grinding - We grind to a level that is compatible with most drip brewing methods. Special grinds can be requested (French roast, 
cold brew, or range of coarse to fine) when grinding 5 lbs or more of each variety. We do not pre-grind espresso because it’s too 
difficult to produce an optimum espresso grind without calibrating to your specific machine.

Bags: Our standard bag is a matte black, block bottom bag with valve and zipper-type seal. This bag is also impervious to oxygen 
migration and can be nitrogen-flushed to preserve freshness. This bag is provide with no additional charge.

Other bag types, such as kraft paper, clear bag inside box, gift tins, or other shapes and sizes are available as custom options. 
Pricing varies with customer’s requirements and availability of packaging materials. 

Custom Labeling

We offer high quality label printing for your packages using our commercial short-run label printer. Labels are printed directly onto 
roll stock, which can then be used to semi-automate label application. The typical label cost is $.10 - $.15 per label, excluding 
application charges. We include the cost of applying 1 label to each bag. Applying multiple labels can be accomplished with an 
additional charge of $.10 per label, per bag. 

While we try our best to be consistent in labeling, we cannot guarantee perfection. If label positioning is critical (within 3/16” and 
1° or smaller margin of error) we invite you to provide pre-labeled bags. On large runs (more than 250 units) we can use automat-
ed labeling equipment that is able to attain 1mm accuracy in positioning repeatability. We won’t send out a product where the 
label does not look right, but we have to allow for slight imperfections because we’re not machines.

The following information will help you understand our wholesale product pricing and the various ways you can 
customize our products for your business. While this is not a a contract or quotation, it does allow you to estimate 
what your items may cost, whether carrying our brand, or labeling our coffee under your own brand! 
 
If you need something that is not covered here, or if you would like to establish a wholesale relationship with us, 
please call (812) 306-3998 or email sales@evansvillecoffee.com



Nitrogen Flushing - For our specialty grade coffees that need to maintain a shelf life of more than a few weeks, we nitrogen-flush our 
whole bean coffee bags before sealing. Each bag is vacuumed then flushed with nitrogen, twice, immediately prior to sealing. This 
extends shelf life well beyond 100 days for whole bean coffee. We have a different system for nitrogen flushing ground coffee, as the 
high pressures of our nitrogen-flushing bag sealer would send coffee grounds flying across the room.  Ground coffee bags are inflated 
with nitrogen, then ground coffee is immediately dropped in, displacing the air in the bag. We immediately close the bag and seal it. It’s 
not as effective as our whole bean flavor preservation process, but it noticeably extends shelf life.

Shipping - We compare the price of shipping via USPS, FedEx and UPS and ship cheapest way, unless you request otherwise. Cost of 
shipping is a direct pass-through. 

Drop-shipping - For individual bag orders, we are able to drop-ship your pre-paid and pre-packaged coffee to customers in the USA.

For bulk orders, we are able to drop-ship your pre-paid orders per instructions upon completion of roasting and packaging. There is 
a $.60 per unit cost for drop-shipping which covers the cost of the shipping box and label. Postage must be pre-paid with digital label 
emailed to us for printing and application. The origination address is 714 N. Sonntag, Ave., Evansville, IN 47712.

We currently only ship to USA destinations unless you provide all necessary documentation and postage for international deliveries.

What will my wholesale order cost?

Our standard charges:

1 Bag of Coffee with 1 Label = Wholesale single bag price, based on our wholesale sheet

Extra Label = $.15 for low coverage, $.20 for high coverage.

Extra Label Application = $.10

Nitrogen Flushing = $.10

Grinding = $.10 (free on orders over 5 lbs.)

To determine your individual bag cost, determine your requirements, and use our wholesale price list for individual 12 oz bags to deter-

mine final cost before shipping.

Example: Colombia Coffee, Whole Bean, 12 bags

Bag with 1 label 8.44 x 12 = $101.28 plus shipping

Bag with 1 label plus nitrogen flushing 8.44 x 12 + .10 x 12 = $102.48

Bag with 2 labels plus nitrogen flushing (8.44 x 12) + (.10 x 12) + (.10 x 12)  + (.20 x 12) = 106.08

Example: Bali Kintamani, 4 bags, extra label, ground

Single bag cost: $9.94

Small Quantity surcharge: $3.00

Bag with 1 Label: Included

Second Label: $.15

Second Label Application: $.10

Grinding: $.10

Subtotal: $13.39

Total: $53.16 plus shipping

Please contact us for additional information or to get started with your wholesale account!


